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BALL TO THE WALLS
SeePage8andBGNEWS.COM
for photos of University students
and alumni playing Wallyball at
the Student Recreation Center
on Tuesday night
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Student input
necessary for Greek
housing renovations
ByG.oMBumi
Reportet

11H ■ plan to renovate Greek housing
on campus is nearing the next step as
the University collects surveys from
members of the Greek community.
The University's Board of Trustees
approved Phase 2 of the University's
process to enhance Greek housing at
its June meeting.
A survey was sent to all 1,500
members of the Greek community
Nov. 28, listing questions on decisions that impact where members
reside, the impact of certain amenities on students' satisfaction and
students' expectations for enhanced
Greek housing.

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Occupy BG plans protest

I

Chris
Bullins
Associate
Dean of
Students

The survey is set to end Friday at
5 p.m.

All of the data collected from the
answered questions will be analyzed
and released in the spring as the
next steps of Phase 2 commence,
said Chris Bullins. associate dean of
students.
The surveys have three different
See GREEK | Page 2

p.m.. starting at Community Commons on
Wooster Street, and will address various issues
at each site. The first proposal was to march
strictly because of money the city spent on
police training sessions.

After two days of being stranded in the city,
North Baltimore resident and protester Angle
Peck Hasn't received her car keys from police.

Fortney said the police who attended the
training sessions prior to the Occupy BG
raid did receive overtime pay. and the figures
wouldn't be available until Sunday.

When she retrieved her medication, Peck
was issued a littering ticket for $125.

Dispatcher's trial date set

Peck protested outside the police station
for about two hours Tuesday night before
attending Occupy BG's 7 pm. general assembly meeting.
Peck's belongings were seized Monday
morning when police raided Occupy BG's
camp, leaving her without access to her car.
Peck said she hasn't been able to return
home to her two kids, one at a grandmother's
house and the other with a baby sitter.
Lieutenant Ken Fortney said because one
of the original violations of Occupy 8G was
considered littering, anyone who comes to
claim their items may receive a littering ticket.
At the general assembly meeting, protesters agreed after two hours of discussion and
debate to have a march and protest at different spots in the city, including the police station, city administration building, court house,
banks and the Thurstin Avenue section of the
University.
The protest will take place Monday at 3:30

A civilian dispatcher for the University
Police Department is set to go on thai Dec. 20
at the Lucas County Court of Common Pleas
for charges of "importuning," or soliciting a
minor.
Joshua Flannagan, 28. of Maumee, was terminated by the University on Nov. 27 through
a letter signed by Rebecca Ferguson, chief
human resources officer.
The University was notified of Flannagan's
violation Nov. 4 by the City of Sylvania Police
Department, said Dave Kielmeyer, University
spokesperson.
Flannagan worked at the University for
about five years and had no prior disciplinary issues or action taken toward him at the
University, Kielmeyer said.
Flannagan also has no other prior citations,
other than a $35 fine In 2006. according to the
Bowling Green Municipal Court website.
Flannagan's attorney could not be reached
to comment as of Tuesday

University department receives $5.5 million grant to purchase printer, supplies
ByAbbyW.l.h
Reporter

The Visual Communication
Technology Department's new UV
Ink let printer does more than one
would think.
The VCT Department was
recently awarded a grant to purchase the printer.
The grant, totaling $5.5 million,
was split up three ways.
Although no specific donation
amounts were available, EM printing company donated funds for
the printer and ink, EskoArtwork
donated funds for the software
for packaging, and International
Corrugated Packaging Foundation
donated funds for the cutting table.
"The VCT packaging and display lab started with a grant to
the International Corrugated
Packaging Foundation, written
by VCT faculty Laney Fugett and
myself," said VCT instructor Donna

Traulman. "Chuck spearheaded
the donation of the EFI VuTek
printer, while the additional equipment and software was sought after
because of our program's strategicplanning initiatives, the hard work
of our faculty, and the help of the
VCT Advisory Board."
The $50,000 printer is a used
printer that was installed by EFI.
"A new one would cost about
($80,000] to 100,000,'' said VCT
instructor Chuck Spontelli. "We got
the printer last summer and took
them a long time to install but this
is the first semester we've used it."
EFI has come back a few times
to do services and tweaks on the
printer, which has cost a few thousand dollars, Spontelli said.
"They've been really good to us,"
he said. "They have provided us
with printing and color managing
software."
The VCT Department and print
media both agreed to "go in the

3 A residence hall quiet area:
Sometimes it is better for students to get

The BG News did the research for you on
this assignment Pay attention throughout
the week for more tips on preparing for and
surviving exams.
See BGNEWS.COM Thursday for part
four of the five-part series.
Finals week is just days away, and while
some students might be feeling stressed to
the breaking point, knowing the best places
to study might make the week a little easier
Here are some places where you can find
a quiet study environment

1. The Learning Commons: The
Learning Commons offers extended hours

out of residence hall rooms, where they
can be easily distracted, and utilize the
designated quiet study areas provided in the
residence halls, said Andrew Alt. assistant
dean of students
this week from 7:30 a.m. until midnight
for students to study for finals said Mark
Nelson. Learning Commons director. Quiet
study areas are provided on the seventh
and eighth floors and an "SOS" (study on
Sunday) session is being offered on Sunday
from noon to 10 p.m. with drop-in tutoring,

4. An empty classroom: If students
can find an empty classroom, that can
sometimes be a good environment to study
in, said Sally Dreier, study skills coordinator
for the Learning Commons

he said.

2. The Union: The Union has lounges
on the second, third and fourth floors and will
provide a special room for students studying for finals starting Sunday, said Kimberfy

CAMPUS

VUtBGNEWS.COM for
a video of Mark Nelson.
Learning Commons director,
talking about places to study
at the library.

FORUM

See PRINTER | Page 2

University offers unusual

Jacobs, associate director of the Union.

WHERE TO STUDY ON CAMPUS

direction of getting this new printer," Spontelli said.
Since the corrugated business is
growing and sustainable, the purpose of the printer was necessary,
he said.
"The industry is constantly
changing, and we need to follow
the lead of industry," Spontelli said.
All VCT classes are able to use
the lab, which is located across
from the Technology Building,
Trautman said.
"So far this semester, only 160
students have been able to take
advantage of it for projects," she
said.
The printer is capable of printing images on various substrates,
including vinyl, corrugated, paper
and other materials, Trautman
said. The material must be up to 80
inches wide and 1 1 /2 inches thick.

classes for unique interests
Options are abundant, from 'Dexter' to mythical creatures
By Dominic Binklty
Reporter

There was one 8:30 a.m. class that
Brittany Moran was eager to wake
up for three times a week—she was
headed to her "Harry Potter" class.
"Harry Potter" is just one of several unusual topics the University
has offered in its course catalog
over the years. This course and others — with topics ranging from the
TV show "Dexter" to vampires and
zombies — have given students an

SPORTS

opportunity to share in their fandom with fellow classmates.
But while at a glance these courses might seem like they are just fun
and games, they delve much deeper
into the underlying meanings and
themes associated with the subjects.
"We looked at Harry Potter' as
a cultural phenomenon," said
Raymond Schuck, an instructor who
taught the course called Reading
See CLASSES I

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Dining halls seek certification

Originality is becoming scarce

Season ending for men's soccer

Carillon Place and The Oaks dining halls

Columnist Chnstina Green addresses the

Soccer season is over but there are still victories

hope to obtain Leadership in Energy

re-release of movies in 3-D and stories

to be celebrated for the team; BG holds victories

and Environmental Design Certification,

based on true tales, but guestions where

over nationally ranked teams and has exceeded

recognition for sustainable dining | Pagt 3

artist originality has gone | Pagt 5

expectations throughout 20111 frg« 6

What unusual class would you create and teach?

k

LJ.Sham
Senior, Engineering Technology
"How to choose a winter girlfriend."
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BLOTTER

A theft of less than $500 was
reported at University Lot B.

MON, DEC. 5
5:10 A.M.
Joshua Adam Chamberland,
18. of Milford. Ohio: Gilbert
Bentley Jr.. 21. of Holland.
Ohio; and Taylor A. Johnson.
21, of Bowling Green, were
all arrested for obstructing
official business within the
100 block of E. Wooster
St. Chamberland was also
arrested for resisting arrest
and all three were lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.

9:28 A.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported in the Math and
Science Building.
1:38 P.M.
Complainant reported her
license plate missing and
possibly stolen within the
500 block of N. Enterprise
St. She noticed it went missing about two months ago.
2:16 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at East Hall.

9:26 A.M.

PRINTER
From Page 1
"It prints UV ink on a wide
variety of materials for many
different reasons." she said.
The ink jet device is useful because after the ink
is applied to a product, a
very bright UV light dries it
immediately. Spontelli said.
"The printer can print
out on corrugated material,
which is cardboard, such
as an end cap display for
an item at a grocery store,"
he said.
A student once made a
fully functional chair out of
corrugated material, he said.
The printer can also print
out on vinyl material to make
banners like the ones on
campus, Spontelli said.

VCT student Chelsea
Westfall has used the printer
multiple times for projects.
"For my VCT 3100 class,
we got to print out anything on a 40-by-30 slate of
foamcore," Westfall said. "1
printed the Batman logo,
Braves logo and a Captain
America logo on my sheet.
On top of printing, we also
got to cut out our logos with
the laming table|."
Westfall said she also
made a box using the corrugated material.
"BSGU is really lucky to
have these types of tools for
our use as students," she
said. "It will give the professors the ability to teach and
show us rather than just lecture on the type of printing
and work flow these new
machines offer us."

BGNews.com
1,2,3 Bedrooms
STILL AVAILABLE

2:59 P.M.
Complainant reported her
UGG boots and cosmetics
missing within the 100 block
of Troup Ave. The boots
were valued at $200.
4:25 P.M.
Complainant within the
200 block of S. Enterprise
St. reported someone used
her credit card information
online.

<?x-«r

Court and taken to the
Juvenile Detention Center.

7:37 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at Founders.

5:11 P.M.
A cyclist was cited for
improper change of course
on a bicycle after allegedly
being struck by a vehicle at
Walmart.

GREEK
From Page 1
versions, based off of where
each student in the Greek
community currently resides
— residence halls, off campus and on-campus Greek
housing.
Bullins said he hopes every
person will answer the surveys.
"Our biggest short term
goal is to get every member of
the Greek community to take
just a few moments and complete the survey," Bullins said.
"That input would be valu-

CLASSES
From Page 1
"Harry Potter." "We looked
at theories and how they
apply to help us understand
'Harry Potter' and then
how 'Harry Potter' helps us
understand culture."
The class looks at what
makes the topic so popular
at a particular juncture in
our history and what it has
to tell us about who we are,
what we value and the kinds
of lives we lead, said I leath
Diehl, an instructor currently
teaching an honors seminar
on "Dexter."
Justin Philpot. an instructor
who taught a class on zombie

DJ MANNY

18 & Up * 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebo0k.com/cla2el

Criminal mischief was reported at McDonald West.

10:36 P.M.
Criminal mischief was reported at University Hall.

5:18 P.M.
Complainant from the 700
block of E. Napoleon Road
reported someone used her
identity after discovering
three credit card accounts
opened in her name.

4:57 PM.
A juvenile was arrested on
a Wood County Sheriff's
Office Warrant within the
800 block of Lelanford

/,.,//, BOOMER &

p.

10:48 P.M.
Criminal mischief was reported at East Hall.

Ohio, was arrested for
criminal trespass and criminal
damaging within the 100
block of N. Prospect St. He
allegedly shattered glass
belonging to the residence
and was taken to the Wood
County Justice Center.
K ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for
*M the complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY

6:23 P.M.

2:06 A.M.
Tyson E. Sidle. 24. of Pioneer.

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

able to us in making these
decisions."
Bullins said the University
has a large plan to enhance
the Greek community.
"Improving Greek dialogue has been increasing throughout the years."
Bullins said. "Greek housing is part of another aspect
of the University's master
plan, which is the reason
why the Greek community
is beginning to get more
attracted."
The process will be lengthy,
but rewarding, he said.
"We're hoping to wrap the

enhancement of the Greek
housing by the spring of
2013," Bullins said.
Mel Hudson-Nowak. associate vice president for student affairs, said these surveys
will help see in the eyes of
each Greek member individually, rather than only the
majority of the people.
"Every single person who
fills out these surveys has
a unique point of view,"
Hudson-Nowak said. "There
is a big chance that what
someone is thinking no one
else will be thinking the same
thing. So far, the surveys are

doing really well and this
is the time for members to
speak their opinions about
the housing."
Tau Kappa Epsilon member
Steven Castillo said he thinks
the survey is a good way to
show all Greek members'
views on things.
" I think that the survey does
a good job in showing the
opinions of people that are
involved with the Greek community," Castillo said. "I feel
as though the survey is very
effective in getting the ideas
of what Greek members really
feel about the housing."

film, used zombies as a way to
teach genre theory.
"IZombie film] was something that 1 was really interested in and passionate about
and I could marry that very
easily in a chronological
way towards all of the existing literature on film genre,"
Philpot said.
These courses are somewhat different from others
because they are so specific to
one subject, Schuck said. As a
result, most of the students are
already very familiar with the
topic and that opens up the
class to more discussion.
Having so many different
perspectives on a single topic
allows students to have indepth discussions and make

connections they might not
have considered without the
class, Diehl said.
But teaching courses on
such popular topics can sometimes have its difficulties,
Philpot said.
"You're basically selfselecting a group of students
who are already interested in
[the subject], so that's great,"
Philpot said. "The downside is
t hat if you have a larger educational topic that you're aiming
at, you can get caught up in
the laiuli ii11 of it and miss the
underlying point entirely."
Diehl said this is not only
true for students, but for
instructors like himself as well.
"I think sometimes we
get so wedded to texts that

we like and take great pleasure in reading that we need
somebody else to come in and
say, 'wait a minute, have you
thought about this?'" he said.
In the case of the class on
reading "Harry Potter," senior
Brittany Moran said this did
not ring true because part of
the love for "Harry Potter" is
that it brings up issues and ties
them together in a way that
the reader can Understand.'
"At the end of the day, if you
can get 20 students in a room
to have a discussion about
something and there's a larger educational aim associated
with it, it's going to be good
and it's going to work so I think
that probably trumps those
concerns," Philpot said.

TUES., DEC. 6
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HOT ON THE INTERNET
Sign a lease* and
pay a Security IX'posit
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Call to make an appointment today!

Miss picking up a new print version of The BG News on Tuesday?
Go to BGNEWS.COM for exclusive web content, including:

A story about the
Black Student Union's
15th annual Kwanzaa
celebration that will take
place Wednesday night.

Photo gallery of the
Kwanzaa event, featuring
Umdabu South African
Dance Company, based in
Birmingham, Ala.

419-352-4380

Come Celebrate With Us
FINE ARTS CENTER, BGSU
DECEMBER 9, 2011
6-10PM

A

Free and Open to the Public

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2012

CALL FOR RENT
(419)352-0717
GREEN BRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CAMPUS
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University looks to take the LEED
ByAL.AIu.h.ff
Reporter

The University is pushing
to live up to its name of
Bowling "Green" by submitting its newest dining
halls for Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design Certification.
LEED Certification for
Carillon Place and The Oaks
signifies that the University
is building environmentally friendly and saving
costs, said Nick Hennessy,
sustainability coordinator
at the University.
"By applying for certification, it shows that BGSU
cares about being sustainable and wants to be
a leader in sustainability,"
he said.
Carillon Place applied for
certification last month,
while The Oaks will finish applying by the end of
December, Paulus said. The
application process takes
anywhere from three to six
months, he said.
LEED Certification was
developed in 2000 by the
U.S. Green Building Council
to provide building operators and owners measures
to implement green building practices, according to
its website, USGBC.org.
The USGBC created
a point system to rank
buildings into four different classes based on score
in the construction phase
to operational phase.
Rankings range from platinum, gold, silver and basic
certification.
Mike Paulus, director of

Dining Services, said The
Oaks might have enough
points for gold certification, but is applying for
silver, while Carillon
Place is applying for basic
certification.
Some of the features in
the dining halls that accrue
points for certification
include rainwater retention systems and design, he
said.
"Any drop of water that
hits the roof is collected into
a 22,000 gallon cistern ... filtered three times and then
reclaimed," Paulus said.
The water collected in the
cisterns outside of Carillon
Place is used to water flower beds and the lawns outside of Kohl and Centennial
halls, while the water collected in The Oaks goes
towards septic use, he said.
Another "green" feature
is the recycled building
materials.
The buildings use a variety of salvaged materials
and 20 percent of building materials were brought
within 500 miles from the
city, project manager Marc
Brunner said.
Much of the wood siding on The Oaks has been
salvaged from old barns in
Ohio as well, Hennessy said.
The dining halls also cut
down on the use of harmful volatile organic compounds like certain paints
and oils, he said.
A solar canopy along the
south face of The Oaks will
also be installed by the end
of December, saving costs
on electricity, Brunner said.

One negative aspect
of the canopy, however,
is overcast Ohio weather,
which would make the
solar panels ineffective
those days, he said.
Something people don't
realize is applying for certification doesn't just comes
to mind during construction — it has to be planned
in the initial design phase,
Hennessy said.
Another green initiative
from Dining Services is the
conversion of one diesel
refrigeration delivery truck
to run on fryer oil, Paulus
said. Dining Services would
never have to pay for gas for
the truck, as the recycled
oil would fuel the truck.
Project Clean Plate
also recently exemplified
the University's desire to
go green.
This past week, Carillon
Place and The Oaks had a
competition to see which
dining hall could reduce
the most waste. In one
week, they reduced garbage
by 315 pounds, Paulus said.
"It's all you care to eat,
not all you care to throw
away," he said.
Going green is expensive,
but it pays off in the long
run by being more efficient
and saving costs all around,
Paulus said. Students incur
those savings because all
revenue retained offsets
decreasing state funding.
For more information
on green features in dining halls, visit www.dineoncampus.com/BGSU and
click on the sustainability
tab.
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THE OAKS, near McDonald Residence Hall, will be submitted for silver Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
Certification by the end of December If granted certification. The Oaks will be recognized nationally as an environmentally friendly
building. A solar canopy along the south face of the building will be installed by the end of December, saving electricity.

BYRON MACK

THE BG NEWS

CARILLON PLACE, near Kohl and Centennial residence halls, was submitted for basic LEED Certification in November. One of
the dining hall's "green" features is its cisterns, which collect water that is used to watei flower beds and the lawns outside of Kohl
and Centennial halls.
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"We looked at theories and how they apply to help us understand
'Harry Potter' and then how 'Harry Potter' helps us understand culture."
- Raymond Schuck on teaching a class about Harry Potter at the University [see story, pg. 1].
Wednesday. December 7 & Thursday. December 8,2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What unusual class would you create and teach?
"A coloring class."

"Teach people how
to twirl a baton."

"An Angry Birds

"A Harry Potter

class."

class."

^
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Have your own tale on
today's People On The
CASSIE
CAMELLA
Sophomore.
Biology

SAMANTHA
SEILING
Sophomore,
Social Work

New holiday
needs a new name

A few years ago, when I
began field experience for
Education, I was surprised to
find public schools celebrating Christmas.
I was surprised because I
expected a public school to
be careful about promoting
a religious holiday that not
everyone celebrates. 1 didn't
notice any accompanying
references to other holidays
like Hanukkah or Kwanzaa,
for example.
It then occurred to me,
by recognizing the nature of
the decorations and songs
that were sung in their
Christmas program, that
this was not a promotion of
a religious holiday.
It was rather an effort to
find common ground in celebration.
Teachers and students
could say "Merry Christmas"
and not mean anything religious.
Around the same time,
I remember becoming
aware of the semi-critical
references made to the origins of the Christmas holiday as brought up in competition with an existing
pagan holiday.
In hearing this claim, it
seemed reasonable to me
that the date of the holiday
could be proposed in this
way in order to offer a different option for celebration.
when looking for information on this recently,
I found that it appears the
idea is contested and that the
choice of day may have been
more complex.
If a historian would like to
offer comment on this, by all
means, do so.
Personally, I am offering
the claim about the holiday's origins I have encountered without feeling qualified to make an argument
about the extent of its truth
or falsehood.
The reason I am bringing
it up at all is because I can
recognize that Christmas, in
our own day, has undergone
a similar treatment.
A new non-religious holiday has been established to
share this day.

Just as 1 see no problem
with a Christian holiday
being celebrated beside a
pagan holiday in the past, I
see no problem with a nonreligious holiday being celebrated on the same day as a
religious one now.
At the same time, there is
an issue that I believe needs
to be brought into the light.
We are encountering an
issue of signs and signals.
The same word, is used,
"Christmas," and is made
to have different meanings.
Christians are using this
word, as they always have,
to celebrate the birth of Jesus
and his coming into the
world. Christians are preparing for this coming throughout the Advent season.
Others, such as my public school, for example, have
adopted this word and are
using it as a term for a different celebration meant to be
all-inclusive.
People who do not believe
in Jesus are also using this
word in their celebration of a
different holiday.
While 1 do want to wish
these other celebrators a
happy holiday, I always
encounter a sense of conflict.
The conflict stems from the
idea that I, as a Christian,
am wishing them something
that they do not want in the
context of a phrase that is not
meant to be confrontational.
"Happy holidays" is possible in a broad context,
but when speaking to a
single person who is celebrating a single holiday,
it comes across as odd and
impersonal.
Why can there not be
another name for this
other holiday?
If there were, I could wish
individuals celebrating it a
happy holiday on their own
terms and also preserve the
meaning of the religious holiday 1 celebrate.
This addition would also
ease the conflict reflected in
the simple bumper sticker
slogans to "keep the Christ
in Christmas."
As we are not all celebrating the same holiday on Dec.
25, it may be beneficial not to
call our holidays by the same
name.

Respond to Alicia at
thenews@bgnews.com
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ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
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Learn to ki
with kindness

New defense bi
invades rights
Finally, ten years after 9/11,
I am now scared. I fear for
myself, my friends, my family and my country.
The source of my fear
is not terrorism, but our
response to it. The U.S.
Senate just passed a bill that
allows the military to detain
anyone, even American citizens in this country, and
hold them forever, without a
trial, without being charged
with any crime.
Don't be misled by the
Associated Press is circulating around some
news outlets which says
"American citizens would
be exempt." This only
refers to mandatory military imprisonment. This
bill still allows indefinite
confinement for citizens.
Lindsey Graham said so
on the Senate floor:"Section
10-31, the statement of the

authority to detain, does
apply to American citizens,
and it designates the world
as the battlefield, including
the homeland."
Graham later added,
referring to detainees, "And
when they say, 'I want my
lawyer,' you tell them, 'Shut
up. You don't get a lawyer,'"
according to the Christian
Science Monitor.
When we talk about
how proud we are of our
freedoms in the United
States, they feature those
delineated in the fourth
Amendment, which forbids
"unreasonable
searches and seizures," the
fifth Amendment, which
declares that no person can
"be deprived of life, liberty,
or property, without due
process of law" and the
sixth Amendment, which
states, "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial."
See HARK | Page 5

"Your hair looks a lot better
today, Tara."
This comment was made
by a rather disliked acquaintance in one of my classes
a few days ago. Possible
retaliation scenarios flashed
through my mind.
Maybe I would comment
on the lack of pearly white
luminosity her teeth lacked
or how I achieved a slightly
higher score on my quiz the
class before.
Smiling deviously to
myself, I turned to her, prepared with a witty backhanded compliment. I
opened my mouth to deliver
my retort, but something
stopped me.
If 1 responded to her cattiness with an equally tearworthy comeback, then I was
no better than her.
Instead, I flashed my own
pearly whites, thanked her

for the compliment, and happily answered her inquiries.
Yes, I did something different to my hair.
No, it's not a special
occasion.
Yes, I'll try to pull my hair
back into a puny tail more
often.
I left class feeling better
about myself. Sure, snapping back at the girl would
have given me that instant
revenge gratification, but
I know I'd regret it once I
reflected on it further.
I know it seems unlikely
and somewhat naive to truly
believe I could always operate like this, but when I got
back. I decided to try to kill
those individuals who I disliked with kindness.
I started to profusely thank
that employee in the sub
line who always looks at me
appalled when I inform him
that, yes, I really just want
turkey and cheese on my sub.
I enthusiastically waved
See KELLER | Page 5
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Unoriginality hurts new films
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THE MASTER PLAN
Fluvanna Prlion Plan

Is it too much to ask that a
movie be made that I haven't
already seen and that isn't
based on a book I've read or a
true story I've heard?
Apparently so — if I want
to watch a movie that sounds
even remotely interesting,
that is.
Don't get me wrong, seeing "The Lion King" in 3-D
was the absolute best movie-going experience of my
life. But that doesn't make it
okay for every other Disney
Renaissance film to be rereleased too.
"The Lion King" is the
highest grossing handdrawn movie in the history
of film, so it isn't unreasonable for it to be re-released
in 3-D.
However, "The Little
Mermaid," scheduled to rerelease in 3-D September
2013, doesn't even rank in
the top 50 grossing animated films.
Even counting "The Lion
King" as the exception
though, we must remember
that most of the Renaissance
movies do not involve original stories — which happens
to be my issue with the current trend in so-called "new
releases."

KELLER
From Page 4

"hi" to the girl down the hall
who would rather gouge out
her own eyes than meet mine
to fulfill polite hallmate etiquette rules.
I felt I in in. My life wasn't
perfectly pleasant and I
wasn't giving Mother Teresa
a run for her money, but I
noticed a real difference in
the way I interacted with
people and how, in turn, they
treated me.
The sarcastic president of
the Tara's Hair Fan Club? She
sincerely complimented my
outfit the next time I saw her.
Girl down the hall? She
gave me the "nod" without
any initial acknowledgement

A btog from March 2010
lists more than 75 movies in
the process of being remade:
everything from "Honey, I
Shrunk the Kids" to "Jurassic
Park" to "The Neverending
Story."
Enough about remakes.
I'm sick and tired of wonderfully crafted novels being
destroyed by cinema. Books
are books for a reason—they
are meant to be read, especially Dr. Seuss books.
With the only exception
being the 1966 "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas!"
animated short narrated
by Boris Karloff, Dr. Seuss
stories should not be made
into film.
The entire reason they
exist is to evoke a love of
reading in children (think
about "I can read it all by
myself" books), and they
can't encourage reading
through a television screen.
Although I can name a
few movies based on novels that I actually enjoyed,
the strong consensus among
bibliophiles is that the book
is always better.
So what's the point? At
least from an artist's perspective?
I realize money is the
real answer to every question, but I still can't help but
believe that the people making films should be doing it
for the sake of art and enjoyment, not profit.
If this were the case, we

would see more original and
engaging movies and less
redundancy.
Resistance in this area is
futile, however. Since the
dawn of mankind, stories
have been adapted, and readapted, and further adapted still.
"The Wizard of Oz" and "A
Christmas Carol" have each
been remade over a hundred
times. From plays to movies
to books to comics — you
name it, it's been done. Then
re-done.
For whatever reason,
Homo sapiens enjoy repetition. Monkey see, monkey do, right? We absolutely
love to imitate and mimic
and replicate.
We find comfort in things
we already know and enjoy,
and some things we just
don't get tired of.
I, myself, have seen "The
Lion King" well over 1,000
times (most of those viewings while a child), and
thinking about it now makes
me want to watch it tonight.
I am no better than the
film industry I criticize so
harshly.
But I still demand fresh
ideas!
That being said, I am still
looking forward to seeing
"Finding Nemo" in 3-D next
September.

from me.
And the guy in the sub line?
He still looks at me weird and
I deserve it. Just turkey and
cheese on a sub? I can extend
my dietary preferences or
else suffer the consequences
of being a picky eater.
There are always going to
liu unpleasant people lurking through your life, so my
new coping methods aren't
exactly fool-proof.
Some people can see right
through my "death by niceness" routine and respond in
various negative ways.
I'm starting to learn that I
can't control how people treat
me. I can only control how
I treat them. I'm not always
going to respond to negativity
with positive sentiments.
If the situation arises. I'll

stand up for myself and talk
my way out of a situation like
I always do.
But for those little backhanded compliments or
dirty looks at the dining hall?
Brush it off.
It'snotworthdwellingover.
Internalizing your anger or
annoyance will'not chango
how that person treats you,
no matter how hard you let
it fester.
Unfriendly people in your
life? Kill them with kindness.
They may start genuinely
complimenting your hair or
realize that there's nothing
wrong with having limited
taste in University cuisine.

Respond to Christina at
thenews@bgnews.com

Respond to Torn at
thenews@bgnews.com
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While the Bill of Rights is
being trampled by S1867, the
Posse Comitatus Act, which
prevents the federal military
from carrying out domestic
law enforcement, cries out
from under the carnage, as it
is effectively repealed.
What does it say about our
senate that they have so little
regard for the freedoms we
love?
They seem determined
to insist that individuals
in the United States can be
detained, roundly rejecting an amendment proposed by New Mexico senator Mark Udall that would
have specifically protected
American citizens.
However, they easily
passed Diane Feinstein's
amendment stating that
section 1031 of the bill
does not "affect existing
law or authorities, relating
to the detention of United
States citizens."
The explanation behind
the contrasting votes on
these bills is that the Senate
considers basic constitutional protections to
have already been lost by
American citizens, so it
views further changes to
existing law as unnecessary.

Graham cites the case
of Jose Padilla, who was
detained from 2002 to 2009,
"The fourth circuit court
of appeals said that an
American citizen can be held
by our military as an enemy
combatant even if they are
caught here in the United
States... and that, as I speak,
is the law of the land."
The supporters of this bill
claim Americans shouldn't
escape punishment just
because of their citizenship.
One problem with this
argument is many completely innocent Americans
would be punished for
crimes they did not commit,
due to our failure to try them
before a judge and jury.
It could even be you, due
to an error, coincidence or
misinformation, and you
would have no recourse to
exonerate yourself, ever.
This is disturbing to me
because, like Patrick Henry,
my liberty means as much
to me as my life. If the government takes away my liberty while trying to protect
my life, it is taking two steps
backwards.
A tactic used in this bill to
justify its draconian measures is the pronouncement that the United States
is a battlefield, which it
clearly is not.
James Madison, the draft-

er of the Bill of Rights and
president during the War
of 1812, would laugh at this
assertion.
The only shots being fired
here are rubber bullets at
protestors.
Authorities have, on multiple occasions in recent
months, abused their powers when dealing with
peaceful demonstrators, as
we have seen from the wellpublicized incidents involving weapons grade pepper
spray and flash grenades.
It is feasible that authorities would take advantage of
the vague wording of the bill
and use it as a tool to control
protestors by adopting an
overly inclusive definition of
what actions can be considered terrorism.
It would seem the stage
is being set for this. Occupy
London
demonstrators
have been listed as domestic terrorists by the City of
London Police.
Before becominga law, this
bill still needs to pass in the
House of Representatives.
Hopefully the House will be
more respectful of our liberties and remove the provisions detailed in section
1031.

Respond to Mark at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Group Advising Sessions
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December 5-9 | 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Mauer proves to be
most valuable for
Falcon rugby team
B,M,xHou..hold.,
Reporter

TOM NEPOMUCENO

THE 9G NEWS

COLIN ARMSTRONG BG defender/midfielder, uses intricate foot work to get around No 12, Jayson LeSetti. of Northern Illinois University.

Men's soccer season
ends, not forgotten
By Cameron Ttague Robinson
Reporter

Even though the BG Men's soccer
(earns season is over and gone,
the memories of a good season
still linger.
Who could forget the season
opener when, with a crowd of
more than 2,000 people in attendance, the Falcons beat the No. 9

ranked Michigan Wolverines 2-0?
Or who could forget when they
went to Pittsburgh for the Pitt/Nike
Invitational and won both games
to start the season 4-1?
lust as the good memories stick
in one's mind, however, so do the
bad memories — like when the
Falcons traveled to coach Eric
Nichols, Alma mater Ohio State and
lost a heartbreaker 1-0 in overtime,

or how the Falcons had a great first
half of the year and missed out on
the MAC tournament entirely.
There are some mixed feelings about this fall's season, but
the Falcons have improved much
more in one year than most people
thought they would. The team will
only lose five seniors for next year,
See SOCCER | Page 7

Over the years the BG rugby club
has produced some dominant
players, but none as dominant as
a season ago when they had two
of the nations' best players—Nick
Viviani and Rocco Mauer.
Mauer was a very special player in that he did not play rugby
in high school; in fact, he played
for four years of high school football and one year at BG, but was
plagued by injuries and moved on
to rugby.
For Mauer it proved to be a good
choice, as he excelled and was
the MVP of College Rugby Sevens
National tournament in 2010. He
impressed all in attendance when
he scored a total of 14 tries, which
was the most of anyone in the
tournament.
He also made a big impression on his teammates both in
that tournament and the season in general.
"It was obvious that he was the
best player [at the Rugby Sevens
Tournament]; no one could stop
him," scrum half Ben Marshall
said. "When a player on your team
makes that kind of impression on
the national scouts and looks that
much better than everyone else in
a national championship on TV,
you got to have some pride."
Teammate and lock Ed Luther
agrees with Marshall.
"During my freshman year he
broke the record for number of
tries in a season and that definitely made us realize how good
he was," Luther said. "I believe at
one point he was averaging three
or four tries a game."

Mauer's time at BG proved to
be successful and allowed him
to gain recognition on the U.S.
rugby national team. He made
the team and recently played in
the Pan-American tournament.
In the tournament he had two
tries and the team finished with
the Bronze medal.
The Pan-American tournament
is a multi-event tournament, like
the Olympics, that gets potential
Olympic competitors ready for
the event.
Although rugby will not be
an Olympic sport until 2016,
Mauer, with other members of
the U.S. sevens team, are using
this time to prepare for when
that time comes.
"My ultimate goal is to be a participant in the 2016 Olympics as a
member of the U.S. rugby team,"
Mauer said. "I will be about 27
years old by that time, which is
right in the prime of a rugby players' career."
Things weren't always smooth
sailing for Mauer, as he grew
up a football player and had to
do extensive research on rugby
before he could be good at it.
"A big part of why Rocco is so
great is because of his commitment to learn about rugby, which
is a very hard sport to learn,"
coach Tony Mazzarella said. "As
much as I can teach players, they
have to learn how to play the sport
by going and watching it being
played at a high level, which is
something that Rocco did."
Along with his commitment
to excellence off the field, what
separates Mauer from other
See RUGBY | Page 7

NOTES: BG hockey
tries to bring back fun
By Matt Ny*
Reporter

Even though the BG hockey team
is struggling, coach Chris Bergeron
is concentrating on making things
fun again for his team.
In his most recent press conference, Bergeron was persistent on
making sure his team gets back
to having fun and gets out of its
recent "funk."
"There is no reason to be doom
and gloom around here," Bergeron
said. "We need to get back to
focusing on enjoying coming to
the rink and having fun competing against each other. I feel that
this is something 1 can control
moving forward."
With the type of season the
Falcons are having, things can fall
apart for a young team; but they
understand the bigger picture for
the hockey program, he said.
"We are just starting this process and I want to hand these
kids more, including more wins,
Bergeron said. "1 want to give team
more positive feedback because it
is my job to get the most of of these
kids, the staff and out of myself."
Add Pletsch to the List

Max Grover, James Mclntosh

FACEBOOK

and Ryan Peltoma are the only
Falcons to not record a point yet
this season.
Ted Pletsch was on this list
until he scored his first collegiate goal last weekend against
Michigan State.
Pletsch was excited for that
moment, but for the bigger picture
it was not a good weekend, as the
Falcons were outscored 9-2 in the
two-game series.
"It was great for that moment,
that couple of seconds, but we
didn't end up winning the game,"
he said.
Making the Most of His
Opportunities
Senior Cameron Sinclair has
only played in 11 games so far this
season but has recorded six points.
He continued his success with
another goal against Michigan
State last weekend.
"I started off the year kind of
slow," Sinclair said. "1 had meetings with coach and he gave me
opportunities every now and
then, and thankfully I've been
successful in some of those
opportunities. We talk about having fun and this is my senior year
so I might as well make the most
of it and do what I can and play
like I can."

HOWL REED I THE K NEWS

LOGAN PASTOR. No 24. BG freshman guard, sets up a play to get the ball in the net This is Pastor's first season for the Fakons.

BG women's basketball picks up
fifth consecutive win, 75-61
ByMkh.UWy.ocki
Assistant Sports Editor

After multiple lead changes, BG
women's basketball pulled ahead in
the second half to get their fifth consecutive win on the season.
There were nearly 15 lead changes
between BG and Youngstown State,
despite a 12-point gap, which made
all the difference in the Falcons'
73-61 win over the Penguins.
At the end of the first half, BG went
on a 13-3 run to take the lead and

TWITTER

solidify it with a little under three
minutes left to play.
There were 3:46 left in the game
when YSU scored their last basket,
but BG continued to add seven more
points to the board
The only shot from the field in
the last minutes came from guard
Chrissy Steffen. The rest of the
points scored were free throw shots,
as a result of continuous fouls by
Youngstown. The Penguins exhausted six of their 23 fouls in the last three
minutes of the game, along with

SPORTS BL0G

turning the ball over and a handful
of much needed missed shots.
Contributing nearly one third of
BG's grand total was forward Alexis
Rogers with 23 points on the night.
In her best game performace yet,
she led the team the whole game
— Rogers had 14 points in the first
half and had a double-double with
11 rebounds, which was the first of
her career.
This is the team's fifth straight win
See HOOPS I Page 7
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Falcons to face Malone
ByThe BG News Sports Staff

GIUY HANSON I 'Ml BONIWi

A'USTON CALHOUH No IS. forward, goes up (or a layup against Temple

HOOPS
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and second road win. BG suffered a disheartening loss to
Dayton at the beginning of
the season, but the youthful
team has managed to bounce

SOCCER

back on the road.
Even though the Falcons
got the win, Youngstown had
tying lead scorers with 15
points apiece — guard Kenya
Middlebrooks and forward
Brandi Brown.
The Penguins and the
Falcons shot 40 percent from

in the fall of 2010, and also
awarded All-Ohio First
Team honors that year. He
set the scnbbl'record *rtth
24 goals in a season.
Not only did he play for one
of the best high school teams
in Ohio, he also played for
one of the best premier programs in Ohio as well, the
Cleveland Internationals,
who are a part of the U.S.
Soccer Academy.
After coming from being
one of the most experienced
and dominating people on
his high school team, to
being one of the youngest
and having to learn from the
older players, he still somehow seemed to make a name
for himself on the field.
"Danny never really
played like a freshman; he
came in with a lot of confidence and played without
fear from his first game,"
Nichols said. "There were
certainly improvements
from a tactical standpoint

From Page 6
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and they will bring back several key players, including
freshman Danny Baraldi,
who was a great part of the
team this season.
Baraldi led the team in
goals, assists, points and
shots on goal. To have production from such a young
player is a great plus for
any team, as he will just
improve on the field and as
a teammate.
"I thought my freshman
season went well," Baraldi
said. "I learned a lot and 1
know what 1 need to get better at"
Danny is a freshman
from Canton, Ohio, and he
played for a very successful high school soccer program at Massillon Jackson
High School. He was an
NSCAA Ail-American for
the Polar Bears as a senior

WE ALSO OFFER:

the field, and YSU outdid BG
in three-point shots, but the
difference was made up in
free throws.
The Falcons completed 20
of their 29 attempts at the
line, while Youngstown successfully completed five of
12.

that made him more effective within the structure of
our team."
Baraldi1 started'th'e season off well with three goals
and seven assists in the first
10 games. The team lost its
momentum in the second
half of the season, not winning one of their last eight
games,
"This season started off
great then we lost steam
a little bit about half way
through the season," Baraldi
said. "Overall, I thought we
had a good season."
Next year the Falcons will
be counting on Baraldi to
play as well and as hard as
he did this year.
"Danny is a tremendous
competitor with an incredible capacity to do work,"
Nichols said. "These are
traits of a professional player, and if he can continue to
apply himself appropriately,
he will be a real force as a
college player."

RUGBY
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rugby greats on the field is
his blazing speed, his team
says.
"Rocco is good because
he is fast — I mean super,
super fast," Marshall said.
"Nobody can catch up with
him and he can catch up to
just about anyone we have
ever played."
Again
Luther
and
Marshall share the same
opinion of Mauer.
"Rocco's speed is definitely a huge part of his
success, which is a good
compliment to his passion
for watching and studying
professional games to get
better," Luther said.
Along with playing for
the U.S. sevens team,
Mauer has been using his
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spare time to help coach
Mazzarella coach the current BG squad.
Although he does not
see himself with a future
in coaching rugby, his
knowledge of the game,
which he picked up by
playing with some of the
best coaches and athletes
in the game, has been very
helpful to BG players.
Mauer teaches the current BG players some
unique conditioning techniques and also stretches to
them the techniques that
are most important at the
next level.
"Having played at the
elite level, IMauer] knows
what it takes to be successful and the guys have
responded to that notion,"
Mazzarella said.
Mauer looks at helping
the team as a way to give

Preferred
Properties Co.

back to a program that gave
him so much.
"Tony and Roger are great
guys who have done so
much for the BG program,
so if I can help them in
any way I am glad to do it,"
Mauer said. "We had a skills
session yesterday and 1 can
already see that the guys
have picked up the stuff
I've taught them, so now it's
about getting to see them
put their skills to action
come spring."
As long as Mauer continues to work hard playing
with the U.S. sevens team
and picking up all the high
level knowledge he can, he
will most likely be in the
Olympics come 2016.
Mauer is still finishing his
education BG as a doublemajor in psychology and
political science. He will
graduate this month.
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After a difficult loss to Western
Kentucky, the BG men's basketball team has a short turnaround period, as it takes on
Malone on Wednesday night.
The Falcons return home,
where they have had all of
their success this season,
with a 4-1 record at the
Stroh Center. BG is 0-2 in
road games.
This will be the only time
the Falcons play at home in
the month of December. After
the game. BG begins a fivegame road trip and does not
play another home game until
Mid-American Conference
play starts Jan. 7 against Ohio.
The Falcons have never
faced Malone before, but
are 4-0 under coach Louis
On when facing a Division
II program.
However, Malone has had
success this season on the
Division II level. Earlier this
season, it ended Findlay's
105-game regular season win
streak, and brings a 5-3 record
into the game.
The Pioneers have three
players scoring in double
figures, led by guard Eric
Coblentz, who is averaging 15
points per contest. Forward

Cory Veldhuizen is right
behind him, averaging 14.3
points per game, while guard
Isiah Elliott is averaging 10
points per game.
In that win over Findlay,
Coblentz and Veldhuizen
came up huge for Malone.
Coblentz dropped 27 points,
while Veldhuizen added 18
and had nine rebounds.
This season, the Falcons
have not been able to overcome poor shooting performances to get wins. BG is 0-3
when shooting less than 38
percent from the floor, but is
4-0 when it shoots more than
38 percent.
Leading the way for the
Falcons this season has been
forward Scott Thomas. He
is the only Falcon averaging
double figures in points this
season —12.7 per game.
He also leads the team with
6.7 rebounds per game and
two steals per game, and is
third on the team with 2.4
assists per game.
His strong all-around game
has him on the verge of program history. He needs 43
points and 10 steals to become
the first player in program
history with 1,000 points, 500
rebounds, 100 three-pointers
and 150 steals in a career.
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& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop|Sgerden ich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm,Sat 1 lam-3pm

Call us about our current specials!

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

Grcenoriar, Inc.

(419)352-0717
www.grccnbriarrcntals.com
'ii'siiii lions apply

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

CAMPUS

dtwday. Dwember 7 S Thursday. December 8.2011
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The Daily Crossword Fix
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ACROSS
1 Six-time French Open champ
5 Perch, at times
9 Bucks
14 Couples choice
15 Wells's Upper-woriders
16 Sister's outfit
17 Violent comic book protesters?
19 Clintons boss
20 Pigeon
21 Connection gizmo
23 Country pro
24 Big deer
26 The wind at Chi-Town's Wngley
Freld?
26 Diet, usually
32 National Council __ Raza:
Hispanic civil rights group
33 Flint stone receivers?
35 Bleeping official
39 French bath
40 Ultracompetitive sort
42 Gaseous: Pref.

1 Nods, sometimes
2 Walrus hunter
3 Fictional writer on the fictional "Alan Brady Snow'
4 Bearded bovine
5 Conditionally give
6 Intestinal sections
7 Change, in sci-fi
8 Casual eatery
9 Sunday number
10 Hyde s birthplace?
11 Sailor s back?
41 Bottom line for stock12 OW copy
holders, briefly
13 60s Green Bay hero
44 Jutce
Bart
18 Did a couo ers job 46 Conn, school
48 Disconcert
22 Discarded
25 Venezuelan herder
27 Game with melding
28 Marine retreats?
29 Put _ on: limrt
30 Chair patter's words
31 Milk source
34Day_
36 Catch s gin of
37 80s- 90s ace
Hershiser
38 Frosted

43 Shout to an awardee
45 News agency's betting
method?
47 Who's sorry now
49 Grand
50 Where horses box?
54 Bring forth, as 59-Acrosses
55 Kerfuffle
56 Following
59 See 54-Across
62 Nick of -Arthur" (2011)
64 Pleasure craft loaded with
Charmin?
66 Rice, for one
67 Put in a magazine
68 Sushi wrapper
69 Quarterback 5 accuracy, say
70 Name meaning "hairy" in
Hebrew
71 Use needles

IMKNEWS

JACOB SWART junior, spiles !he ball during a game ol Wallyball. Jacob, along with a group of friends, plays Wallyball every
Tuesday in the Student Recreation Center basement from 6 to 9 p.m. The group consists of students and alumni Joe Swora.
class of '97. said anyone is welcome to join, even if they have never played before. Those interested in playing can check out the
Facebool page 'Bowling Green and BGSU Wallyball" for more information See BGNEWSCOM for more photos.

50 Whence Roo?

51 Stable emanations
52 War adversaries since
the 70s
53 Procedures involving
suction, familiarly
57 School sports regulatory org.
58 Pakistani language
60 Spice Girl Halliwell
61 Pluck
63 Sudden death cause
65 Publicity
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THE WASH HOUSE

AIYSSA GANNON

The Tan„j„g M&

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT

iGnnma
CenterJ mma

248 N Main ' 419-354-1559
16 bads. 2 booths •Mystic ran
No appointment needed

993 S. Main I 419-353-8826
S beds, 2 booths ■ a ppt. available

353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth• no jppt.needed

TanningCentsrBG.com

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

■2012-13 houses, apts avail.
All next to campus, quiet area
also rms $225 and Jan 2012 apts
419-353-0325 / cartyrentals com

Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home,
close to campus!
Call 419-308-2456 lor more inlo.

Large 4-5BR house zoned for up
to 5 people w/ 2 kitchens,
2 baths, close to downtown.
Sl200/mo, call 419-308-1191.

update at the meeting.

CAMPUS
BRIEF

"There will be a lot of work going
on campus in the next five to seven
years." Krakoff said.

Faculty Senate
approves two honorary
degrees Tuesday
Faculty Senate met Tuesday to pass
two motions granting Marin Alsop and
Bermce Sandier honorary degrees at
the University.
Alsop is "one of the rare professional conductors who actually supports
living conductors." said Emily Freeman
Brown, an instructor in the College of
Musical Arts.
Alsop has been committed to education throughout her life. Brown said.
"She is a leader m the best possible
sense of the word. Brown said
Sandier played a major role in the
passage of Title IX. a United States law
prohibiting sex discrimination in education, said Vikki Krane, an instructor
in the School of Human Movement.
Sport and Leisure Studies
"Its because of her that millions of
gids can go to college." Krane said.
Steve Krakoff. associate vice
president for capital planning and
design, also gave a capital planning

Among these planned efforts
is the replacement of Greek housing, renovations at the Health and
Human Services building and Moseley.
University. Hanna and South halls.
Other buildings are slated for eventual demolition, including West and
Memorial halls and the Education.
Administration and Family and
Consumer Science buildings.
"This is an extraordinarily transformative event for this campus."
Krakoff said
The meeting ended with a presentation about the strategic task force
for graduate education from task force
chair Mike Zickar
The committee was charged with
articulating and achieving the mission
of graduate education and research at
the University. Zickar said

issffted

419-372-6977
The BG N*v» will not knowingly «xrpt
advertisement! that discriminate, or
encourage dltcrtmlnatlon against any
Individual or group on the bails of race.
»c< color, creed, religion, national origin, texual orientation, disability tiatui
■a a veteran, or on the bull of any other
legally protected tutut
The BG Newi reserve* the right to decline.
dlKontlnue or revlae any idvenUement
auch u thoie found to be defamatory
lacking in factual t>aal* misleading or
falae In nature All advrnUementa are
tubfect in editing and approval

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to $3007day.
No exp reeded training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Construction help wanted.
flax hours, drivers license req
Call 419-308-2456 tor more Info
Uraku Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070.
www.urakusushl.com

Their process is based on responses
from focus groups from faculty,
administration and graduate students,
he said.

For Rent

"[The focus groups] engage the
campus in many different ways." Zickar

1BR apt, close to campus, ideal
tor grad students, avail late Dec.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

3 BR house tor rent, mid May
W/D, AC, lenced yard.near campus. 1 dog OK 419-494-3844
312 N. Enterprise, nice 3 BR
home, avail Fall 2012, $1,100/mo
Call 419-352-5882

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartmenta.com
HOUSES close to campus!
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now avallble!

3BR houses, 2 car garage, W/D.
AC, 1 yr lease. 2012-13 s.y.
$1200/mo plus utils.
949 Scott Hamilton, 138 Williams
Call 419-654-9512.
424 E. Wooster.iarge 3BR apt.
Avail Fall 2012, S950/mo.
utlls Included Call 419-352-5882

Call 419-352-6064 or
www.froboserentals.com

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
S1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.

Subleaser needed for house with
2 male roommates. 3215/mo+utils
Call 513-292-9292 for more Info.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 15th. 2012:
Lease req. Excellent Condition!
114 Ridge Street - $l200/mo
227 E Reed - S950/mo.
112 Clay Street - $850/mo
118 Clay Street - $850/mo,
612 Third Street - S800/mo.
606 Fifth Street - $800/mo.
131 Church Street - $750/mo.
For more info call 419-308-2456.

BG Transit 1-800-579-4299
"Public transportation for everyone"
Need a ride?
Call BG Transit

OHIO RELAY NETWORK:
1-800-750-0750

One-hour advanced
reservation required

said.
The committee has a report due
in March.

1BR apt, no pets, lease
Heat, water and sewer incl.

567-249-5934 or 419-352-2104.
2 & 3 BR apts 8 townhouses,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sts
Avail May 2012, pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

In 1910, the speed limit in
downtown BG was 8 mph.

20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
3BR house, W/D, central air,
dishwasher, $700/mo.
Avail May 15,2012.
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath, $275/mo S $350/mo.
Call 419-601 -3225 tor more infol

For fares and other information
call 419.354.6203
www.bgohio.org/grants/transportation

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC?)—
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."
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Check Us Out
On Facebook!

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Student* Sine* 197S.
HONEST, FRIENDLY » TRUSTWORTHY
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419 354 2260 | www.johnnevvlovereatestate.com

